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INTRODUCTION
There is a decision to make as a senior contact center leader: should your
organization try to master the complexity of managing a work-at-home
(WAH) or hybrid (mix of WAH and onsite) contact center? Or find a provider who already has a robust WAH system? Leading a WAH contact center has unique challenges that require significant structural changes. This
white paper examines how WAH changes agent recruitment, equipment,
training, team leadership and introduces new Human Resources (HR) and
employment law issues.
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WORK AT HOME RECRUITMENT
IS COMPLEX

also means physically challenged workers, who may not want an office
commute, can lend their talents to phone, email, and chat-based customer
interactions.
If access to a larger talent pool is a key advantage of WAH, it also carries human resource and legal implications. If everyone is at a single onsite
location, employee pay rates, payroll deductions, and statutory holidays
are straightforward since everyone is covered under the same regulations.
However, WAH poses additional challenges regarding location. For example, what if your contact center site is in one state or province, while
your WAH employees are across multiple states or provinces? Which jurisdiction’s regulations apply regarding wage rates, payroll deductions, sick
leave, vacation pay, and statutory holidays? Your head office location might
be an additional factor if it’s in a different jurisdiction than your contact center site. On top of that, if you are running a Business Process Outsourcing
(BPO) site, your client’s geographic location may impact those issues. As a
result, a WAH leader needs to consult with their legal and human resource
departments before embarking on a geographically spread WAH recruitment program.

Recruitment is the first WAH paradigm shift. While onsite contact centers
typically recruit within a one-hour commute of their office building, WAH
recruitment is becoming national. That means more competition for the
best people. Tracy Carter, Senior Vice President, Work at Home Solutions at ContactPoint 360, refers to it as “Recruitment without borders.”
City borders and suburbs used to be unofficial geographic recruitment limits for most onsite centers. However, WAH expands those opportunities
to rural and cross-country areas. That provides access to a larger talent
pool. Carter says, “that includes more mature, self-motivated and higher
educated professionals who are attracted to flexible work schedules.” It
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Here is a second recruitment issue: are WAH positions classified as company employees or independent contractors? As employees, they fall under a straightforward set of employment laws. Even so, some jurisdictions
may have different minimum wage rates for WAH staff versus onsite employees. Again, check with your legal and HR teams to determine the correct employee compensation package. WAH agents who are independent
contractors manage their own business and offer their business services
as contact center agents. That may suit your need for part-time, seasonal, or contractual agents. Bear in mind; independent contractors could be
deemed employees if you provide paid job training, mandate/dictate when
they have to work (daily shifts/weekly schedules), and provide equipment
as part of their time with your company. As always, consult with your accounting, legal, and HR teams to ensure you comply with regulations regarding employee and independent contractor employment models.
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The third significant impact of WAH recruitment
is the need for innovative Applicant Tracking
Software (ATS) systems. A good recruitment
portal allows high-quality candidates to interact with the site. In January 2021, ContactPoint
360 will release their upgraded careers portal, which will enrich the applicant experience.
ContactPoint 360 offers both onsite and WAH
roles, with full-time or part-time options. Candidates can use the new careers portal to explore a range of employment choices. They can
also check in to see new job postings. This interactivity attracts a broad range of candidates
and helps them self-screen their choice of employment preference. Job seekers can also subscribe to receive future job opportunities. Applicants can add certifications – such as mortgage
or insurance professional designations – to their
profile. “That enables ContactPoint 360 to recruit higher-quality candidates to meet different client’s needs since we are drawing from a
bigger pool of applicants,” says Carter.
A great applicant tracking system saves
time and money by automating many of the
pre-screening process steps. For instance, potential agents can submit an audio sample of
their voice. An employer can determine if they
have a suitable “phone voice” and language
skills. If moved forward in the hiring process,
applicants see WAH office standards such as
the need for a dedicated home office space free
of background noise (pets, children, TV, etc.) to
take calls. If they want to bring their own devices, they can test if their hardware and Inter-

net meet specifications. The proposed training
schedule is also attached to each job posting.
Applicants see course lengths, schedules, and
training delivery methods before committing
to apply (and therefore, attend training.) That
commitment creates a higher level of engagement for training, which results in lower new
hire class attrition rates and, therefore, cost.

highly contentious issue in our industry. On the
one hand, adjusting pay to reflect the local cost
of living may reduce payroll costs. On the other
hand, team morale may be negatively impacted when some team members are paid more
than others for doing the same job. That can
also negatively affect a company’s reputation
among both employees and potential customers.

WAH wages are another critical decision.
Should compensation be adjusted to reflect a
WAH employee’s local cost of living? This is a
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REMOTE WORK TECHNOLOGY RAISES SUPPORT
AND COMPLIANCE ISSUES
Technology is another area where WAH differs from onsite contact centers. A key decision point for WAH/hybrid contact centers is
whether to issue equipment or have agents
Bring Their Own Devices (BYOD). Company-issued technology offers bulk buying power, consistency in equipment, and easier IT support.
However, there are costs associated with shipping/retrieving technology from agents’ homes
and hardware damage and repairs. In addition,
if staff count varies seasonally, equipment may

A second challenge is ensuring compatibility and security. Will a candidate’s BYOD equipment and Internet connection work well with your contact center systems? Can their hardware and Internet connection be secured to ensure privacy and security? Thankfully, there are solutions. For
example, ContactPoint 360 has “Secure Remote Worker” technology. It allows candidates to test their home computer and Internet service to see if
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spend much of the year in storage. A Bring Your
Own Device policy means WAH agents provide
their equipment, which they may be more comfortable using. A BYOD policy lowers company overhead because your IT department does
not have to buy, courier, and track equipment.
It may also attract more technologically savvy
employees. One drawback of BYOD is a potential increase in IT Help Desk complexity while
supporting a wide range of BYOD hardware.

it meets the minimum network requirements to become “Cloud Certified.”
It improves recruitment efficiency by allowing candidates to self-screen
their equipment before accepting a role. Carter adds, “It also ensures a
candidate’s equipment is HIPAA and PCI compliant by creating a thinscale
management platform that is managed centrally. This technology turns a
personal device into a secure and compliant end-point.”
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REMOTE RECRUITMENT REQUIRES
A COMPLETE RE-DESIGN FOR
TRAINING NEW HIRES

New hires should have their webcams during live, trainer-led sessions. It
helps build engagement as new hires see each other and their trainer. You
could also use the chat function on Zoom, Meets, or Teams to engage trainees who’d prefer to type rather than talk on camera. This approach also
allows a class to simultaneously write ideas, rather than waiting for their
turn to speak. Attendees can then read chat comments and discuss the
best ideas during a live discussion.
Building teamwork is another challenge for virtual new hire classes. Start
that process by assigning “study buddies” or pairs of agents to complete
an eLearning module together via videoconferencing. Or use the Breakout
Room feature in Zoom to allow small group discussions. New hires can
also work in pairs to call each other and practice handling typical customer scenarios. Throughout new-hire training, build teamwork by scheduling
time to interact with their future team leaders, quality assurance coaches,
and managers.

When the pandemic hit, some companies repeated their in-person training
program via videoconferencing for new hires. Imagine doing a video class
for eight hours a day, five days a week, for six weeks. That leads to burnout and new-hire attrition. Successful WAH training requires a complete
re-design of your training programs. Revise training to leverage eLearning and other forms of self-study as part of a blended learning curriculum. For example, new hires complete an online eLearning module. After
that, they attend a live, video-based discussion to learn how to apply that
module’s techniques during a customer interaction. This type of training
alternates synchronous (everyone learns at the same time) and asynchronous (individuals learn at their own pace) formats. It appeals to different
learning styles to increase knowledge retention.
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After graduation, new hires need a “nesting” period where they receive
extra coaching support. That is straightforward for onsite contact centers
since new hires can be seated together in a designated area with dedicated coaches. Replicating that online is challenging since WAH new hires
may be in different cities. “Contact Point 360 has ‘Best Practice Coaches’
assigned to help recently graduated WAH agents develop their skills”, says
Carter. So, newly trained agents are supported as they begin to handle
customer interactions.
For BPOs, deciding who will run training – the BPO or their client – is another factor. High-quality BPOs typically conduct two levels of training.
The first level involves training agents on phone etiquette, sales, and customer service skills, depending upon their future queue. After that, either
the BPO or the client’s trainers facilitate sessions regarding client products,
services, processes, procedures, and software systems. Carter said, “Many
clients prefer to train and/or co-host the inaugural class themselves and
have ContactPoint 360 takeover training for future new hire classes.”
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REMOTE LEADERSHIP NEEDS TO EVOLVE TO
SUPPORT AND ENGAGE WORK-AT-HOME STAFF
Working in an onsite contact center and working from home are two completely different
worlds. Onsite employees see each other from
their desks. They talk to the person sitting next
to them. They see coworkers around the staff
kitchen or in face-to-face meetings. However, WAH employees do not have the luxury of
in-person contact. Newly hired WAH agents
may have never seen your office or met anyone at your company face-to-face. They may
feel isolated and “out of the loop” because they
are not physically present at the office. This can
result in a lack of engagement, motivation, and
job satisfaction. As Vice Presidents and Directors, you may combat that by increasing the
frequency and reducing the duration of their
communication with WAH/hybrid team members. For example, instead of doing a 90-minute
town hall once a quarter, do 30-minute virtual
town halls every month. The more frequently
they hear from you as a senior leader, the more
they will feel included in the information loop.
More importantly, train frontline managers to
hold frequent virtual team meetings, huddles,
and one-on-one interactions with their agents.
Your frontline leaders are a WAH agent’s lifeline
to the company. From a WAH agent’s perspective, their team leader, quality assurance (QA)
coaches, workforce management team, and IT
Copyright © 2021 ContactPoint 360 All rights reserved. Complete or partial external use or reproduction is strictly forbidden.

Help Desk are their only contact with the company. So, invest in your frontline management
team. Train them to build rapport with their
WAH agents via videoconferencing. For example, show them how to make eye contact on
camera. It is natural to look down at the image
of the other person’s face on your computer
screen. However, the other person may think
you are looking down to read an email. Instead,
look through the webcam lens as if you are
making eye contact with the other person. That
builds trust.
Delivering virtual coaching requires more energy than face-to-face coaching. It can be exhausting to analyze two-dimensional visual
cues such as facial expressions on a computer
screen. Encourage team leaders and QA coaches to schedule gaps between coaching sessions, rather than doing sequential coaching
sessions without a break. Frontline managers
are a lifeline to the company for a remote agent.
So, every contact they have needs to build employee engagement.
In conclusion, leading a work-at-home or hybrid contact center requires structural changes
in recruitment, agent equipment, training, and
leadership. You can deliver an excellent customer experience once you manage this complexity.
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